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The Combinatorics of q-Hermite polynomials and the Askey-Wilson 
Integral 
MOURAD E. H. ISMAIL*, DENNIS STANTON* AND GERARD VIENNOT 
The q-Hermite polynomials are defined as a q-analogue of the matching polynomial of a complete 
graph. This allows a combinatorial evaluation of the integral used to prove the orthogonality of 
Askey and Wilson's 4<PJ polynomials. A special case of this result gives the linearization formula for 
q-Hermite polynomials. The moments and associated continued fraction are explicitly given. 
Another set of polynomials, closely related to the q-Hermite, is defined. These polynomials have a 
combinatorial interpretation in terms of finite vector spaces which give another proof of the 
linearization formula and the q-analogue of Mehler's formula. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For complex numbers a and q, I q I < 1, let 
OCJ 
(a)OCJ = n (1 - aqk). 
k~O 
(l.l) 
Askey and Wilson [5] have given a set of orthogonal polynomials whose weight function 
involves infinite products such as (1.1). In fact, put 
(e2i9 )OCJ (e- 2i9 )OCJ 
w(cos e, a, b, c, dl q) = (aei9 )OCJ (ae- i9 )OCJ (bei9 )OCJ (be -i9)OCJ (cei9 )oo (ce -i9)oo (dei9 )CfJ (de- i9 )OCJ ' 
(1.2) 
where lal < 1, Ibl < 1, lei < 1, Idl < I, and 0:( e :( n. Then the Askey-Wilson 
polynomials Pn(cos e, a, b, c, dl q) satisfy [5] 
f: Pn(cos e, a, b, c, dl q)Pm(cos e, a, b, c, dl q)w(cos e, a, b, c, dl q)de = 0, n =1= m. 
(1.3) 
Their proof of the orthogonality relation (1.3) relied upon the evaluation of the total mass 
of w(cos e, a, b, c, dlq), which is 
(q)oo rn (abcd)OCJ 
I = 2n Jo w(cos e, a, b, c, dl q)de = (ab) 00 (ac)OCJ (ad)OCJ (bc)co (bd)co (cd)co . (1.4) 
We refer to (1.4) as the evaluation of the Askey-Wilson integral. 
The Askey-Wilson polynomials are the most general classical orthogonal polynomials 
that are known. So any new evaluations of the Askey-Wilson integral are desirable. The 
original evaluation in [5] used Cauchy's theorem and a miraculous simplification of elliptic 
functions. Later, Askey [3] verified (1.4) by showing that both sides satisfied the same 
functional equation. 
In this paper we give a combinatorial proof of (1.4). First we recognize the integral as 
the generating function for the integrals of the product of four q-Hermite polynomials 
J(nj, n2 , n3 , n4lq) = [co Hn,(xlq)Hn2(xlq)Hn3(xlq)Hn4(xlq)v(xlq)dx. (1.5) 
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This is also the basic idea for the analytic proof of (1.4) in Ismail and Stanton [15]. The 
definitions of Hn(x I q) and vex I q) are given in Section 2. The usual q-Hermite polynomials 
Hn(x I q) [4] have a different normalization (see (2.10)). The q-Hermite polynomials were 
introduced by L. 1. Rogers who used them to prove the Rogers- Ramanujan identities. The 
q-Hermite polynomials H,,(x I q) have a combinatorial interpretation (see Section 3) as 
q-analogues of the matching polynomial of the complete graph Kn. By Viennot's general 
theory [26] (or [II D, the moment Iln of the measure vex I q) dx also has an interpretation as 
a q-analogue of the number of perfect matchings of Kn. This allows a completely combina-
torial description of(I .5). For q = 1 this was done in Azor, Gillis and Victor [6] and Godsil 
[14]. A combinatorial proof has been given by DeSainte-Catherine and Viennot [9]. Here, 
a slight modification of the sign-reversing involution will give the q-analogue and the 
evaluation of l(n
" 
n2 , n) , n41 q). This result is given in Corollary 3.4, and it easily implies 
(1.4). 
In Section 4 we give an explicit formula for the moments. The two proofs are analytic: 
one uses the orthogonality relation, while the other uses continued fractions and a theorem 
of Markov. We also discuss the related work of Touchard [24], [25]. Another set of 
polynomials that are related to the q-Hermite polynomials, are given in Section 5. They 
have a combinatorial interpretation as the generating function of subspaces of vector space 
over GF(q). This interpretation is used to prove the linearization formula and Mehler's 
formula for the q-Hermite polynomials. These two facts were the key ingredients to the 
quick analytic proof of (1.4) in Ismail and Stanton [15). 
2. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF q-HERMITE POLYNOMIALS 
In this section we collect the basic properties of the q-Hermite polynomials which are 
necessary for our proofs. They appear in Askey and Ismail's work [4]. They call them 
'continuous q-Hermite polynomials'. 
We define the q-Hermite polynomials Hn(x I q) by the generating function H(x, r) [4] 
H(x, r) f Hn(xlq) r" 
n= O (q)n 
where, as usual, 
00 n (l - 2xrqk + r2q2k) - I, 
k=O 
(a)n = (a) oo/(aq") oo · 
For x = cos e, (2.1) becomes [4, Eq. (6.3)] 
H(cos e, r) = (re iO ) 00 (re- iO )oo . 
We will frequently use the q-binomial theorem [20, (3 .2.2.12)] 
f (a)n x" = (ax) oo . 
n=O (q)n (x) 00 
From (2.3) and (2.4) we find a useful form of the polynomials 
Hn(cos 81 q) = ± [n] ei(2k - n)O, 
k=O k 
where we have used the q-binomial coefficient 
[n] (q)n k = (qMq)n - k' 
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The orthogonality relation [4, Eq. (6.6)] 
(~~:x; f: H,,(cos elq)Hm(cos elq)(e2i1J)", (e- 2i8)oo de = (q)"[),,m , (2.6) 
was first proved by Szego [22]. The three-term recurrence relation is [4, Eq. (6.2)] 
2xHn(xlq) = Hn+,(xlq) + (1 - qn)Hn _,(xlq). (2.7) 
In view of the generating function (2.3) and the orthogonality relation (2.6), it is clear 





(ab) oo (ae) oo (ad) <X) (be) o:; (bd) oo (ed) oo ' 
(2.8) 
f: D H,,/cos e I q)v(cos e I q) de 
(2.9) 
For our combinatorial proof in Section 3, we must renormalize the polynomials. Clearly 
(2.7) implies that H,,(x 11) = (2x)", not a Hermite polynomial. If a2 = 1 - q, we put 
Hn(xlq) = Hn(taxlq)/an, a:=~, (2.10) 
so that (2.7) becomes 
xHn(xlq) = Hn+,(xlq) + (1 + q + ... + qn-')Hn_, (xlq), (2.11) 
and the generating function (2.1) becomes 
ex; 
H(x, r) = f H,,(x I q)r" 
n~O n!q n {1 - xrl(l - q) + r
2lk(l - q)} - ', (2.12) 
k~O 
where 
n!q = (q)n/(1 - q)". 
It is not hard to see that as q -> I, the right side of (2.12) approaches exp(xr - r/2), the 
generating function for Hermite polynomials. Clearly 
00 




log H(x, r) L (xrl(l - q) - r2q2k(1 - q» + 0«(1 - q» 
k=O 
as q -> 1. Letting q -> I in (2.13) gives 
log H(x, r) -> xr - r2/2. 
The orthogonality relation (2.6) becomes 
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where 
v(xlq) = ~(q)OCi fI {I + (2 - x2(1 _ q»qk + q2k}. (2.15) 
Jl - (l - q)~/44n k~O 
The Askey-Wilson integral (2.8) becomes 
1 = 
(Aab)oo (Aac)oo (Aad)oo (Abc)oo (Abd)oo (Acd)oo 
where A = 1 - q, andf(n1 , n2, n3, n4lq) is given by (1.5). 
As q -+ 1, the polynomials fin approach Hermite polynomials, so 




We can verify (2.17) in the following way. Using the q-gamma function (Askey [4]) 
we see that 
lim fI [1 
q~l k~O 
Clearly (2.19) is equivalent to 
00 [_ x
2(l - q)l] ~i~ k~O log 1 (l + l)2 
Just as in (2.13) it is sufficient to show 









The left side of (2.21) is an infinite Riemann sum approximation to S~ dx/(1 + X)2, with 
mass (qk - qk+l) at x = qk. This establishes (2.21). 
3. THE COMBINATORIAL PROOF 
Our combinatorial proof consists of two steps. First, in Theorem 3.2, we give a combina-
torial interpretation of the coefficients l(nl' n2, n3, n41 q) in (2.16). That interpretation 
holds for the product of k q-Hermite polynomials, not just four. Then in Corollary 3.4 we 
give an explicit formula for f(nl' ... , nk I q), which, by the q-binomial theorem (2.4), yields 
(1.4). 
To prove Theorem 3.2, we shall be mimicking the proof in [9] of the theorem for Hermite 
polynomials by Azor, Gillis, and Victor [6] and Godsil [14]. Before stating their theorem we 
need some notation. Let n1, •• , nk be positive integers, and ml = n1, mi+ 1 - mi = nH 1 , 
I ~ i ~ k - 1, and n = n1 + ... + nk' Let Sl, S2,"" Sk be the partition of the set 
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{t, 2, ... n} defined by SI = {l, 2, ... , nd, S i+ 1 = {m; + I, ... , m;+d, I ~ i ~ k - 1. 
An edge e in the complete graph Kn is called homogeneous if both vertices of e lie in the 
same set S;. A matching IX of Kn is any set of independent edges of Kn. A perfect matching 
IX is a matching of Kn which contains all of the vertices of Kn. A perfect matching IX of Kn 
is called inhomogeneous if all of the edges of IX are inhomogeneous. 
The following theorem is due to Azor, Gillis and Victor [6] and Godsil [14]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let n l , • •• ,nk be positive integers and n = n l + .. . + nk' Then 
l(n l , ••• , nk II) is the number of perfect matchings IX of Kn which are inhomogeneous. 
One proof of Theorem 3.1 is to compute the exponential generating function for 
l(n l , • • • , nk II). The exponential generating function for iin(x II) is exp(xr - r /2), so the 
integral 1 with q = I is just an exponential. The result is 
where e2(t l , ••• , tn) is the elementary symmetric function of degree two. The connected 
components of the matchings in Theorem 4.2 are edges from S; to ~ . So (3.1) and the 
exponential formula imply Theorem 3.1. 
For the q-analogue, the infinite product 1/«(1 - q)x)"" replaces exp(x). The infinite 
products do not combine as nicely as the exponentials. The above proof fails, as it must, 
because the k = 4 case is (1.4). However, the bijective proof of Theorem 3.1 in [9] does 
work. The q-analogue of Theorem 3.1 is Theorem 3 .2. We need a statistic, called the 
crossing number, for perfect matchings. If IX is a perfect matching of Kn , the crossing 
number of IX, C(IX), is the number of pairs of edges (e,f) of IX with e = {i,j},f = {k, l}, 
and i < k < j < I. 
THEOREM 3.2. We have 
l(n l , •• • , nk I q) = L qC(O) , 
o 
where the summation is over all perfect matchings IX of Kn which are inhomogeneous. 
For the proof of Theorem 3.2 we need a combinatorial interpretation of the polynomials 
ii.(x I q) and the moments 
f2/~ -Jln = r;-x"v(xlq)dx. -2/y l-q (3.2) 
For iin(x I q) we use a q-analogue of the matching polynomial for Kn. (Gessel gave an 
equivalent definition in [J3].) Recall that we can consider a matching IX of Kn as an 
involution IX on {I , 2, ... , n}. The edges of IX correspond to cycles oflength 2, while the 
isolated points IX correspond to fixed points. For such a matching IX of K .. let p(lX) be the 
number of edges of IX, so that n - 2p(lX) is the number of fixed points of IX. Also, define 
where if e = {i,j }, i < j, 
see) 
PROPOSITION 3.3. We have 
S(IX) = L see) 
edges 
e 
I{k: i < k <jandlX(k) <j}l. 
iin(x I q) = L ( - Ifo) x" -2p(0) q*) , 
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PROOF. We verify the recurrence relation (2.11) for the right side. Suppose rx is a 
matching of Kn + l • If n + 1 is fixed by rx, the summation over all such rx obviously gives 
xit (x I q). Otherwise rx(n + 1) = j, for some 1 ~ j ~ n. Clearly see) = n - j for the edge 
e = {j, n + I}. Again the summation over all such rx gives - (1 + q + ... + qn-I) 
it_I (x I q). This establishes (2.11). 
Next we come to a combinatorial description of the moments. According to Viennot's 
general theory [26], Iln is a generating function for certain lattice paths w in the plane. For 
the Hermite polynomials, we consider all Dyck paths w of length 2n. These are lattice paths 
from (0, 0) to (2n, 0) consisting of (1, 1) steps (NE), or (1, - 1) steps (SE). The lattice path 
w must also lie on or above the x-axis. The weight v(w) of a Dyck path is the product of 
the weights of the individual steps. We let a NE step have weight one, and let a SE step (i, j) 
to (i + 1, j - 1) have weight j. [This weight is precisely the coefficient of ~_I (x 11) in the 
three-term recurrence relation (2.11 ).] With these definitions 
1l2n = L v(w). (3.6) 
We know that in this q = 1 case, 1l2n is the number of involutions of[2n] with no fixed 
points. There is an explicit bijection between Hermite histories [26, p. 11-28] of length 2n 
and involutions of [2n] with no fixed points which proves this. Given a Dyck path w, v(w) 
is the product of all of the initial y-coordinates ofSE steps. So v(w) is the number of ordered 
pairs (w, al .•• a2n ), where ai = 1 if the ith step ofw is NE, and 1 ~ ai ~ jifthe ith step 
of w is (i - 1, j) to (i, j - 1). Such ordered pairs are called Hermite histories oflength 2n. 
Clearly (3.6) implies that 1l2n is the number of Hermite histories of length 2n. 
Here is the bijection ebetween Hermite histories (w, al ••• a2n ) and involutions yon [2n] 
with no fixed points. Given (w, a l ••• a2n ), let L (the left endpoints of the two cycles of y) 
be the set of i such that the ith step of w is NE. The set R is defined similarly using SE. The 
sequence al ••• a2n is used to match L to R and therefore define the two cycles of y. Let k 
be the smallest element of R, so that w initially has k - 1 NE steps, followed by the SE 
step (k - 1, k - 1) to (k, k - 2). Clearly 1 ~ ak ~ k - 1 allows us to match k to any 
i E L, 1 ~ i ~ k - 1. We use ak to count right-to-Ieft from k. So if ak = k - 1, k is 
matched to 1 and the two cycle is (lk). The bijection continues by induction. For each k E R 
therewillbej - 1 availableiE L,wherethekthstepofwis(k - I,j)to(k,j - I).Again 
we use 1 ~ ak ~ j to count from right-to-left. 
It is clear that the number of crossings e(y) in y = e((w, al ... a2n)) is 
2n 
e(y) = L (a i - 1). (3.7) 
i~1 
Since ai = 1 for any NE step of w, only the SE steps contribute to (3.7). Now we consider 
the weighted case (2.11). The weight j is replaced by 1 + q + ... + qi- I , so the Hermite 
histories are weighted by 
2n n q"i- I • 
i=l 
Clearly (3.7) shows that 
(3.8) 
where the summation is over all perfect matchings y of [2n]. This is the interpretation of the 
moments that we shall use. This interpretation of the moments also follows from [11]. 
If we use ak to count from left-to-right instead of right-to-left, another statistic for y 
appears, dey). We let dey) be the number of unordered pairs of two cycles ofy, with one two 
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cycle contained in the other two cycle. For example, if y = (18)(26)(34)(57), dey) = 
3 + I + 0 + 0 = 4. Then (3.8) is 
1l2n = L q d(y). (3.9) 
We now prove Theorem 3.2 following [9]. Clearly 
L ( - 1)* 1)+ ' . +p(ak) q*' )+ '" +s(ak)+c(y) , (3.10) 
~I '·· ., ak ,}' 
where Ct.; is a matching of KSi , I ~ i ~ k, and y is a perfect matching on the fixed points 
of Ct.! u Ct.2 U ... U Ct.k' We consider the edges in y blue, and the edges in any Ct.; red . We then 
have a colored perfect matching of Kn , + +nk' Then (3.10) becomes 
j(nl, ... ,nklq) = L (_Iy<r)qslr)+c(b) (3.11) 
(b.r) eM 
where the summation is over all colored perfect matchings M of Kn, + .. +nk whose red edges 
r are all homogeneous. 
Let B be the set of colored perfect matchings (b, ¢), all of whose blue edges are 
inhomogeneous. Theorem 3.2 follows if we exhibit a sign-reversing, weight-preserving 
involution e on M - B. 
Given a matching (b, r) in M - B, consider all homogeneous edges e (of any color) 
which "contain" no other edges. This means if e = {i,j}, i < j, then no pair {k, I} 
satisfying i < k < I < j is an edge. Out of all such edges, choose the first edge e in 
lexicographic order and change its color, so e(r, b) = (r - e, b u e). Clearly e is an 
involution which reverses the sign, because the number of red edges changes by one. It 
remains to prove that e preserves s(r) + c(b). 
We can assume that e is red. Let/be any red edge whose right endpoint is inside e. Since 
e contains no red edges, the left e~dpoint of/is left of e. So s(f) has been increased by one 
in (r - e, b u e). Thus s(r - e) = s(r) - see) + t, where t is the number of red edges 
whose right endpoint is inside e. The edge e also contains no blue edge, so c(b u e) = 
c(b) + u, where u is the number of blue points inside e. Finally, see) = t + u shows that 
e preserves s(r) + c(b). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
The next corollary to Theorem 3.2 will establish (1.4). We use the q-multinomial 
coefficient [I] 
k 
(q)nl TI (q),~, 
j~! 
n. 
COROLLARY 3.4. We have 
(3.12) 
where the summation is over all non-negative integral symmetric matrices nij such that nil = 0 
and I:7~ !nij = nj/or I ~ j ~ k. Also B = I:! ~i<j< m<l~k n;mnj/' 
PROOF. We do the cases k = 2,3, and 4. The general case is the same as the k = 4 case. 
In all cases nij is the number of edges e of Ct. from S; to ~, so I:7~! nij = nj, and nij is symmetric. 
For k = 2 we must have n12 = nl = n2 = n21 = n. There are n! perfect matchings Ct.. 
There is an obvious bijection between permutations and perfect matchings which converts 
the inversion number to the crossing number. The generating function for the inversion 
number is n!q [I, p. 41], so Corollary 3.4 is established if k = 2. 
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For k = 3 there is a bijection between perfect matchings ex, and (WI' W2, W3' 0'12' 0'13' 0'23), 
where WI is a word ofnl2 2's and nl3 3's, 0'12 is a permutation ofnl2 objects, and (W2, W3, 0'13,0'23) 
are defined similarly. A crossing between two edges e and/whose left endpoints are in SI' 
and right endpoints are in S2 and S3, corresponds to a 2 preceding a 3 in WI' The generating 
function for such words is [n "'. ]q (see [I)). The words W2 and W3 give the other two binomial 12' 13 
coefficients in Corollary 3.4 for k = 3. The other variety of crossings is two left endpoints 
in Sj and two right end points in Sj. As in the k = 2 case, the inversion number of the 
permutation O'ij is the number of such crossings. This gives the factors nI2!qn13!qn23!q. 
For k ~ 4 we use the same bijections as k = 3. A new variety of crossings appear whose 
endpoints lie in distinct blocks. For k = 4 any of the nl3 edges must cross with the n24 
edges. The general case yields the qA factor in Corollary 3.4. This completes the proof of 
Corollary 3.4. 
Naturally the orthogonality relation (2.6) follows from Corollary 3.4 for k = 2. For 
k = 3 we have nl2 = (nl + n2 - n3)/2, nI3 = (nl + n3 - n2)/2, n23 = (n2 + n3 - n l )/2 
and the linearization formula 
ft l(x\q)ft2(x\q) = mi:~~n2T:][~]k!qBnl+n2_2k(X\q). (3.l3) 
In this case the Eulerian generating function for l(n l , nZ, n3\ q) is 
(3.14) 
where we have put 2ex = n l + n2 - n3,2f3 = n l + n3 - n2, and 2y = n2 + n3 - nl . The 
q-binomial theorem (2.4) implies that (2.16) holds for d = O. 
Next we come to the k = 4 case. Clearly Corollary 3.4 implies 
L (/1/2)"12(/1/3)"13(11 14t4(/2t3)"23(/2t4)"24(t3t4)"34qn13n24 
nij nl2 !q nl3 !qnl4 !q n23 !qn24 !qn34 !q 
(3.15) 
The right side of(3.15) is a six-fold sum. The sums over nil> n14 , n23 , and n34 are evaluable 
by (2.4) to (A = 1 - q) 
1 = 1 t (tlt3)"13(t2t4)"24 qn13n24 
(Atl 12 )00 (Atl 14 )00 (At2 /3)00 (At3 t4)00 n13,n24~O n13!qn24!q 
(3.16) 
Two more applications of the q-binomial theorem give 
(3.17) 
so (3.16) and (3.17) imply (2.16). 
It is reasonable to ask whether the generating function (2.16) for l(n l , ... , nk \ q) is 
summable for all k. This does not seem to be the case. When k = 5 Corollary 3.4 gives for 
the generating function 
(A2 XI X2X3X4)00(AX2XS)00 (AX3XS)00 f (AXIX3)a(Ax2X4MAxl X4)a+b (X2 XsY(X3 XSt 
n (Axjxj)oo a,b~O (A2 XI X2X3X4)a+b a!q b!q 
I :!f:i <j~5 
(3.18) 
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The above expression is a basic Appell function of two variables. Slater [20, p. 232]. It is 
a q-analogue of a reducible Appell function of type F" [20, p. 219] and is reducible to a 
multiple of a basic hypergeometric series. Recall that 
(3.19) 
The expression in (3.16) is 
(A2 x, X2X3X4)00 (Ax2x S)oo (AX3XS)00 f (AX2 X4 MAx, x4MAx3XS)b 
TI (A Xj xJ 00 b~O (A2 X, X2X3X4)b(q)b 
l~i<j:S;5 
X [AX,X3, Ax,x4l; q, AX2XS] 
A>, 2 b 
A X'X2X3X4q 
and the result of applying (3.19) to the above 2CP, establishes the following representation 
for the expression (3.18) 
(A2X,X2X3XS)00(Ax,X4)00(Ax3XS)00 f (AX2X4)b (AX3XS)b 2CP, [AX2X3, A2X2XS; q, AX'X4l] TI (Axjxj)oo b~O (q)b A X,X2X3XS 
1 ~i<j~5 
We now replace the 2CP, in the above expression by its series representation, interchange the 
summation process. The inner sum can then be evaluated by the binomial theorem (2.4). 
The result is 
(A2X,X2X3XS)oo(A2X2X3X4XS)00(Ax,X4)oo CP [ AX2X3, Ax2x S, AX3XS; q, AX,X4] 
TI (Axjxj)oo 3 2 A2 X, X2X3XS' A2 X2X3X4XS 
I ~i<j~5 
and we proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.5. If each I Xj I < 1, then 
(q)oo e" (e2i@)oo(e- 2i@)oodE> 
2n Jo s. . TI (xje'@)oo(xje-'@)oo 
j~' 
(X,X2X3XS)oo(X2X3X4XS)oo(X,X4)oo 3CP2 [X2 X3' X2XS, X3 XS; q, X'X4]. 
TI (XjXk)oo X'X2X3XS' X2X3X4XS 
'';j<k.;S 
Observe that when x, = 0, Theorem 3.5 reduces to the Askey-Wilson integral. 
4. MOMENTS 
The moment {tn of vex I q) is the generating function for the crossing number of perfect 
matchings of Kn (see (3.8)). We give an explicit formula for the non-zero moments {t2n. 
Following Touchard [25], this theorem was given by Riordan [19]. Another proof has been 
given by Read [18]. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. We have 
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PROOF. From [4, Eq. (4.12)], we see that 
f2/~ - (k) k - 2/~ T2k (ax/2)v(x I q) dx = (1 + qk)q 2 (- I) /2, (4.2) 
where Tk(cos (9) = cos k (9 = Lk(cos (9). Expanding (eie + e- i0?n, we have 
(2x)2n = ~ (2n) T2n _ 2k (X), k~O k (4.3) 
and (4.3) and (4.2) give the value of J..i.2n as claimed. 
From (4.2) the moments J..i.2J. are polynomials in q of degree (D. Proposition 4.1 expresses 
J..i.2n as a rational function of q. However, it is easy to show that the numerator has a zero 
at q = 1 of order n. A bijective proof of Proposition 4.1 can be obtained from Flajolet [11] 
or Viennot [26]. 
We can also derive Proposition 4.1 from the general theory of orthogonal polynomials 
and continued fractions. Szeg6 [23, Section 3.5] or Jones and Thron [16, Chapter 9]. The 
continued fraction corresponding to (2.11) is 
I I e2 1 e3 1 _ I F(x) = f7 - ~ - -I - ... ,ell = (1 - if )/(1 - q), n > I. (4.4) 
Since the interval of orthogonality [ - 2/a, 2/a], a = ~, is bounded, a theorem of 
Markov [23, Section 3.5] implies that F(x) is the Stieitjes transform of v(t I q). 
F(x) = f2/~ v(t I q) dt, 
-2/~ x - t 
Since 1/(x - t) = r.~o t"/x"+1 (4.5) implies 
00 
F(x) = L J..i.n/X" + 1 , 
n=O 
x ¢ [ - 2/a, 2/a]. 




The function F(x) has been computed for the associated continuous q-uItraspherical 
polynomials c~a)(x; PI q) by Bustoz and Ismail [7, Eq. (2.14)] (The denominator factor 
I - IXq should be I - IX). These polynomials are related to the q-Hermite polynomials by 
C~I)(X; ° I q) = (q)na-n Hn(2x/a I q). 
So, if we put IX = I, P = 0, A = eie, and B = e-iein [7, Eq. (2.14)] we find that 
'e "e [O,O;q,q] 
F(2x/a) = ae- ' (q)oo (qe- -I )00 2¢1 qe-2ie (4.7) 
where x = cos (9, x > 1, and e-ie = x - .JX2=1 (see [7, Eq. (2.15)]). This is 
which by (2.4) is 
F(2x/a) 
Again (2.4) implies 
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It remains to expand e- i(2k+ ,)e in a Laurent series near x = 00. Clearly [10, Eq. (2.8 .6)] implies 
(x + .. j~2-=1)- 2k - ' = - L. (2X) - 2J- 2k (4.11) I 00 2k + I (2J + 2k + I) , 
2x j~O 2k + 2] + 1 J 
which implies from (4.6) 
(I - q)" J1.2n ~ 2k + I (2n + I) k (k+I) L- (-I)q2. k ~ o2n + I n - k (4.12) 
It is easily seen that (4.12) is equivalent to Proposition 4.1. 
Before Riordan proved Proposition 4.1, Touchard [24] gave the first few coefficients of 
q in J1.2n . He denoted the coefficient of qP in J1.2" by U2,,(p) and computed 
ro 
gp(x) = L U2n (p)x" 
n=O 
for small values of p. In [25] he considered the continued fraction associated with the 
numerators of the continued fraction (4.4). The corresponding three-term recurrence 
relation is 
- . - . (1 - aq") - . 
xH,,(xlq) = H,,+ ,(x lq) + I Hn _,(xlq), 
-q 
(4.13) 
when a = q. From Bustoz and Ismail [7, Eq. (2.14)] the corresponding continued fraction 
F*( ) = _I I _ ~ _ .:J (4.14) 
x I x I x I x .. . 
is given by 
F*(2x/a) ae - ie [0, 0; q, q2]1 [0, 0; q, q]. 2</1, -2'e 2</1 , - 2'e qe I qe I (4.15) 
Set 
00 
F*(x) = LJ1.: /x"+' . (4.16) 
n=O 
Touchard [25] gave a combinatorial interpretation of the moments J1.tn(J1.t,,+, = 0). They are 
generating functions of certain irreducible perfect matchings of Kn. 
We note that the moments 
(q) oo (fJ2)", n n (e2ie)00 (e - 2ie)", 
J1.,,(f3) = (f3) ro (f3) oo fo (cos e) (f3e2ie)", (f3e- 2ie)oo de 
can also be computed explicitly. The corresponding orthogonal polynomials are the con-
tinuous q-ultraspherical polynomials of L. 1. Rogers and their orthogonality relation was 
established only recently, [4] and [5]. Their continued fraction 
bo I d, I d2 I ~ + , G(x) = -Ib - -Ib - -Ib ... = 1... J1.n(f3)/x" , 
oX ,x 2X n ~ O 
bn = 2(1 - f3q")/(l - q"+'), dn = (1 - f32q" - ')/(1 - qn+'), 
is, Bustoz and Ismail [7, Eq . (2.14)], 
2e- ie (1 - f3)(q) oo (qe - 2ie)oo [13 , f3e - 2ie ; q, q] 
G(x) = (f3)oo (f3e-2ie)oo 2</1, qe - 2ie 
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As before we find 
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f.12n(f3) = 4-n ± 2k + 1 (2n + 1) (q/Ph. 
k~O 2n + 1 n - k (qP)k 
5. SUBSPACES AND q-HERMITE POLYNOMIALS 
Another polynomial is closely related to q-Hermite polynomials. Let 
hn(xlq) = ±[n]xk 
k~O k 
(5.1) 
so that hn(x 1 q) is the generating function for subspaces [1] of an n-dimensional vector space 
v" over GF(q). Clearly (2.5) implies 
Hn(cos el q) = e-inl9hn(e2il9l q) (5.2) 
so that any of the results of Section 2 apply to hn(x 1 q). In this section we use hn(x 1 q) to 
give a combinatorial proof of the linearization formula and Mehler's formula using 
subspaces. 
The linearization formula is [1, p. 50, Ex. 7], [4, Eq. (4.18)] 
min(n,m) [n][m] hn(x 1 q)hrn(x 1 q) = s~o S s (q)sr hn+rn - 2s (x 1 q). (5.3) 
It has an inverse formula [4, Eq. (4.19)] 
_ min(n,rn) [n][m] W _ s hn+rn(x 1 q) - s~o S S (q)sq ( x) hn_s(x 1 q)hm_s(x 1 q). (5.4) 
First we give a proof of (5.4). 
Let v,,+rn = v" $ Vrn be an (n + m)-dimensional vector space over GF(q). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. There is a bijection f between all triples (ex, p, T), where ex(P) is a 
subspace of v" (Vm), and T: ex ~ P is a non-singular linear transformation; and all subs paces 
c of v,,+m which satisfy c n v" = c n Vm = {O}. It is given by f«ex, p, T)) = c, where 
c = span{v + Tv:v E ex}. 
PROOF. It is clear thatfis well-defined. Given c, we see that dim c = dim(c + v,,/v,,) = 
dim(c + VmWm). Let ex be the unique subspace of v" such that ex + VmWm = C + VmWm. 
Define P c Vm similarly. Clearly c = f«ex, p, T)) for a unique non-singular T: ex --+ p. 
Proposition 5.1. implies that there are L:] [~] (q)s( - 1 Y qW such s-dimensional subspaces c, 
which is exactly a term in (5.4). The other two terms will come from the next bijection. 
Given ex c v" , we fix a complement ex' to ex in v,,; ex $ ex' = v". We do the same for 
subspaces P c Vm • 
PROPOSITION 5.2. There is a bijection g between all pairs «ex, p, T), (a, b)), where (ex, p, T) 
is given in Proposition 5.1, and (a, b) are arbitrary subspaces of (ex', P'); and all subspaces y 
of v,,+m' 
The generating function for the subspaces a and b in Proposition 5.6 give terms hn_s(x 1 q) 
and hm_,{x 1 q) in (5.4), while the generating function for y gives hn+m(x 1 q). So (5.4) has been 
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established. Equation (5.3) can be proven in the same way with inclusion-exclusion. Clearly 
the s = 0 term includes all y subspaces of v,,+m, while the left side includes only those 
subspaces with c = {o}. We do not give the details. There should be a simple proof of (5.3) 
from (5.4) using the Mobius function of a poset, but we do not have such a proof. 
The Mehler formula is [1, p. 50, Ex. 9] 
f: hn(x I q)hn( y I q)r" = (xyr)co 
n=O (q)n (r)oo (xr)co (yr)co (xyr)oo (5.7) 
The next proposition gives a bijection for the product hn(x I q)hn(y I q). 
PROPOSITION 5.3. There is a bijection f between triples (a, b, c), where a is a subspace of 
v" , b is any subspace of v,,/a, and c is any subspace of v,,/a satisfying c " b = {o}; and pairs 
(0:, [3) of arbitrary subspaces of v". It is given by f«a, b, c)) = (a EB b, a EB c). 
PROOF. Clearly a = 0: " [3 is uniquely determined from 0: and [3, as are band c. 
If (a, b, c) have dimension (k, J, I), Proposition 5.8 implies 
hn(xlq)hn(Ylq) = L [n](Xyt[n ~ k]xj[n - k -J]qlj/. (5.8) 
k,},' k } I 
Clearly (5.9) and (2.4) imply 
f: hn(x I q)hn( y I q) r" 
n=O (q)n 
Finally, (4.20) shows that (5.9) implies (5.7). 
co x j y' r'+j q,j 
(r)o(xyr)co j,to (q)iq), . (5.9) 
One can ask if the above proof will give a multi variable analogue of Mehler's formula. 
For q = 1 these results are due to Carlitz [8] and Slepian [21], see also Louck [17] and Foata 
[12]. We have been unable to find any q-analogues where the right side is a quotient of 
infinite products. For example, 
co tk s' (stx) L hk+,(xlq)hk(ylq)h,(zlq)-- = co (5.10) 
k,'=O (qh(q), (txy)co (sxz)co (t)co (s)oo (tx)oo (sx)co 
x L (ty)b+e(sz)d+e ( -x)'q(l)(SX)b+d+2e(tX)b+d+2e 
b,d,e (qMq)iq)e(stX)b+d+2e 
If t = 0 (or s = 0), (5.11) implies Mehler's formula 5.7. 
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